MODEL 10

Model 10
Gater Grapples Dual Pipe Grapple

Dual Pipe Grapple is designed to handle two pipes simultaneously - one inside of the other. Two sets of hydraulic arms provide independent control of each pipe. The grapple features 360 degree continuous rotation and 90 degrees of side-to-side articulation (45 degrees from vertical) giving the operator precision control of the load. All four clamping cylinders are equipped with lock valves. The grapple will handle pipe ranging in size from 2in to 28in and is suitable for excavators in the 15T to 22T class. The Dual Pipe Grapple comes complete with a multi-function valve located in the head and controls and wiring for the cab.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Model No: 10P
Carrier size: 15T - 22T Excavator
Maximum Opening
- Outer Arms: 29in
- Inner Arms: 29in
Minimum Opening
- Outer Arms: 4in
- Inner Arms: 2in